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Preserving the Nature of Squam
A Grassroots Tradition
The Squam Lakes Association was
founded in 1904 by a handful of dedicated
individuals who volunteered their time to
conserving the natural beauty and peaceful
character of the Squam watershed. These
folks turned their passion and deep appreciation for this bucolic corner of the world
into action. They came together and gave
back to the land, water and community that
gives so much to us all. This grassroots effort set the steady beat for the earnest preservation of the watershed. Because of their
commitment, Squam’s timeless character
and natural setting have endured the test of
time.
Today, a century of volunteers and staff
have carried this work forward. We continue to honor this legacy by coming together
as a community, unified by a shared appreciation for the watershed and acting to protect it. Thirty-six years of water quality data, collected
by volunteers, indicate Squam’s waters are still healthy in 2015. The trails that trace the contours,
ridgelines and peaks of our forests and mountains still provide excellent opportunities for experiencing wildlife and stunning views. This experience remains because of generous land owners and
the group of folks who spend their time clearing blowdowns, cleaning drainages and keeping the
trails open. Opportunities still abound to fish, camp, hike, swim, paddle and interact with nature
on a personal level, for everyone. This is a true measure of success and the foundation of the SLA’s
mission.
Everyone has their own reason for giving back; the summer sunset from the top of West Rattlesnake, the night on Bowman spent listening to the loon’s ancient calls, or the peace of mind that
there are still places left where you can find tranquility in a hurried world. Whatever drives your
connection to this extraordinary place, follow it! Celebrate what you love about this watershed
by acting to conserve it. Deepen your understanding of the region, share that passion with others
and connect with the Squam community. The SLA has a long history of facilitating this vital effort, but it’s the community that will continue to ensure the health of this lake and watershed into
the future. We urge you to sink your roots into the landscape and culture of Squam by joining this
long standing tradition of actively caring for this special place. To learn how you can help visit the
SLA, give us a call at (603)968-7336 or visit www.squamlakes.org

A Note From the President of the Board

The Squam Lakes Association

is dedicated to conserving for the public
benefit the natural beauty, peaceful
character and unique resource values of
the lakes and surrounding watershed. In
cooperation with local and state authorities
and other conservation organizations, the
Association promotes the protection, careful
use and shared enjoyment of the lakes,
mountains, open spaces and wildlife of the
Squam Lakes region.
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The Squam Lakes Association’s vision for the watershed is as a model for living in harmony with our unique natural resources and cultural heritage. At the center of this is our broad community — the people who spend anywhere from a day
to a lifetime here, engaging with this special place in their own ways, both while
here in person and while thinking (and dreaming) of it when away. This Loon Flyer celebrates the many ways the Squam community is central to our work, and
the many ways the SLA works with, learns from, and educates that community.
At the Annual Meeting, I mentioned one of our newest members to come. She’s now
two months old and already joining her two-year-old brother in enjoying the wonders of
the woods and the lake. And they join countless others who have marveled over the calls
of the loon, the joy of a star-filled sky, the dappled colors of the ridge line in the fall. She will
join the many other stewards of the lake and watershed who can turn to the SLA as a resource and as a means to magnify their own impact on the successful conservation and celebration of this wonderful place.
Sincerely,

Eve Porter-Zuckerman,
Squam Lakes Association’s
President of the Board

President Emeritus
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Staff
Executive Director - EB James
Office Manager - Priscilla Bartholomew
Director of Recreation - Brett Durham
Director of Education - Jenne Walker
Director of Conservation - Rebecca Hanson
Volunteer and Communications Coordinator
- Brian Gagnon
Development Associate - Melissa Leszek
The Loon Flyer is published by
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Edited by Brian Gagnon
PO Box 204
Holderness, NH 03245
(603) 968-7336
email: info@squamlakes.org
website: www.squamlakes.org
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SLA’s Adventure Ecology Program!

Adventure Ecology. It’s the title of our adult and family programs, but what is it really?
It is skiing across a frozen Squam to spend an evening in Bowman Cottage.
While there, auguring a hole through the ice, pulling up some perch, and inescapably learning about how the ecology of the lake works in the winter- from the
thermal properties of snow to the winter rhythm of the lacustrine food chain. Adventure, can’t help it, ecology.

Join us for an overnight in Bowman Cabin

The nature of a watershed organization, such as this winter!
the SLA, is to facilitate a relationship between the
resource and those who live, work, and recreate in it. To inspire stewardship. The SLA has a
rich history of fostering this type of relationship in the Squam watershed. In 1932 we initiated a nature camp for children which evolved in 1955 to our Junior Squam Lakes Association
(JSLA). Our current youth programs, following outdoor and environmental education principle inspires kids aged 8-18. Each day in JSLA we strive for our campers to learn something
new about their environment and to push their comfort zone a bit. Campers leave our program
inspired to actively and knowledgeably venture into the natural world, Squam and beyond.
Fostering love and stewardship is equally important and fun for adults and families. Adventure Ecology trips cover a wide range of topics and encompass many different recreation
activities. Last summer during our Adventure Ecology programs we explored and connected
water quality with aquatic insects. We captured the sunset in photographs from the top of
Eagle Cliff. We navigated around West Rattlesnake using a map and compass.
Adventure Ecology trips run year round. Join us this winter for fun in the snow and on the
ice. Learn more about upcoming explorations on our website (www.squamlakes.org). And
please volunteer to help share your passion and knowledge for the Squam Watershed and all
the ways it is engaging. Join us as an Adventure Ecology Leader and let your passion build
conservation on the lake.

photo credit: Jon Secord, www.jsecordphoto.com
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Squam’s Volunteer Corps: Many Hands Make Light Work
Over the past 36 years the SLA has taken a strategic approach towards collecting vital data
about the lake’s water quality with our Water Quality Monitoring Program. Over time, these data
have provided insight into the lake’s health and helped to identify areas of concern.
In 2016 we need:
• 2 additional water quality volunteers for full coverage of the lakes in 2016
• 13 water quality back up volunteers to fill in when there are gaps
• Water Quality Monitoring Program runs from May through August
Invasive species are another area of focus. At the top of the list of invaders is variable milfoil.
After years of hard work we’ve eradicated the major infestations in Squam. Although this is
great news, to keep Squam healthy everyone in the Squam community needs to be vigilant. Join
our Weed Watcher Program! We are educating as many people as possible on how to identify
milfoil and other invasive species. We need to find new plants quickly so our dive team can
respond rapidly to any infestations before it spreads.
In 2016 we need:
• A corps of 100 Weed Watcher volunteers to hunt down milfoil.
SLA’s network of hiking trails is maintained by a dedicated corps of volunteers. Thousands
find solitude and gain valuable perspective traveling this network. Anyone looking for an excuse
to get out and hike more, who enjoys gazing out from West Rattlesnake, traversing the Crawford-Ridgepole Trail, or wandering over Mount Israel into deeper forests should join SLA’s trail
volunteer program.
Our milfoil boat crew hard at work.
Help in the fight against milfoil! Be
our eyes on the lake.
In 2016 we need:
• Adopters for 12 trails
• Trail Hosts for West Rattlesnake trailhead
• 12 miles of maintenance along the Crawford-Ridgepole Trail
• 35 miles of additional trail maintenance across the network in 2016

This is mission driven work. It’s carried forward by a community of
folks with a passion for the land, people, culture and history of Squam.
Volunteer to put your boots on the trail or your eyes on the water! It’s a
great way to experience Squam. The rewards are worth the effort.
We are also looking for passionate people who would like to share their
knowledge by leading talks in our monthly Speaker Series, lead Adventure Ecology trips into the watershed, protect loon families on the lake,
and help remove terrestrial invasive plants. Get involved! Contact Brian
Gagnon, SLA’s Volunteer and Communications Coordinator at briangagnon@squamlakes.org, or call (603)968-7336.
What a great morning to be up on the Crawford-Ridgepole
Trail! Volunteering for the trails gives you a great reason to
experience the watershed from up high.
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Studying Squam’s Water Quality Year Round
We know Squam in summer. We know its quiet beauty and the
haunting call of loons. We wait for the pickerel weed to emerge from
shallow areas to present its purple flower. We feel the chilled waters
of Memorial Day Weekend warm and the teeming life flourishing in
the water by August. This is the time on Squam that is most familiar to
all of us, a time to savor and soak in.
We are also well acquainted with the scientific data that describes
Squam in summer. Our observations are long-term. The SLA has
monitored Squam’s water quality in the summer months since 1979.
This volunteer-driven program focuses on the lake from May through
August. We see water clarity varying with weather conditions. We
measure lower dissolved oxygen (DO) levels in the late summer in
our deepest basins. We feel the lake temperature stratification with our
toes when we jump in the water but also record it with instrument data.
In the fall, the loons leave for the coast and much of the human
population also departs for their other homes as well. We watch the ice
come in and wait patiently for it to be strong enough to support us. Ice
fisherman gather on its surface. The ice forms a barrier, separating us from observing the water below. We are disconnected from
the water as we wait for the ice to break up so we can venture out onto the lake again.
We know little about the water quality during these colder months. This will change this winter as we begin to measure just what
happens to the water chemistry and biology beneath the ice cover. Some of the questions we have are: How much influence do conditions in the fall have for next spring’s beginnings? What impact does the amount and timing of snowmelt have on lake conditions?
Does this predetermine conditions for the rest of summer?
In 2015, through a grant from the New Hampshire Charitable Foundation and through gifts from generous donors, the SLA has
purchased three water quality monitoring meters. These scientific instruments provide highly accurate measurements, which will
greatly enhance our knowledge of year-round water quality. By examining dissolved oxygen and conductivity levels year-round we
will further our understanding of how Squam responds under the
ice. Expanding our monitoring to a year-round practice will provide us with a more complete picture of water quality on Squam
and help support our healthy fisheries.
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Hike. Swim. Run. Explore. Climb. Sail. Relax. Repeat.

The Junior Squam Lakes Association and the M.J. LaFoley Foundation
Partnering to Connect Kids and Nature
The Squam Lakes Association has been connecting youth with nature and
the outdoors for generations. JSLA’s roots run deep. Campers from the earlier days of the program recount tales of hiking the entire Squam Ridge in a
day, learning the art of barefoot waterskiing and earning the highly coveted
“SLA Senior Boatsman Badge.” Receiving this top honor involved a blindfold, getting left at an undisclosed part of the lake at night, and navigating
back using only light buoys and the silhouettes of islands. The good ol’ days!
The JSLA seeks to grow a child’s sense of wonder and curiosity for the
natural world through hands in the mud, boots on the mountain, and wind in
their sails. No camper leaves the program without a little bit of Squam running in their veins. These memories form the seeds of stewardship that grow
into deeply held connections with the lake, watershed, and community.

The Squam Lakes Association works hard to bring this experience to as many of our young people as possible. This work has
been greatly strengthened through a partnership with the M.J. LaFoley Foundation, or M.J. Foundation. The M.J. Foundation was
created in loving tribute to Martin-John LaFoley whose memory is honored through the work of the foundation. The M.J. Foundation’s mission is to provide opportunities to young people who practice good citizenship and humanitarianism. The SLA and the M.J.
Foundation partner with guidance counselors and principals from area schools to identify children who exemplify these traits and
award them with JSLA scholarships. Over 100 area children have been awarded scholarships to SLA’s summer youth programming.
The M.J. Foundation has also provided program support that keeps the JSLA experience excellent. The kids who run, jump, swim,
hike, climb, paddle and explore with us now are tomorrow’s stewards. It is important they receive the most meaningful and memorable Squam experience possible. The SLA would like to thank the M.J. Foundation for
providing this experience to so many of the region’s young people.
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Planning for Squam’s Future Collaboratively:
Updating the Squam Watershed Plan
A watershed management plan examines the factors affecting watershed health. It
incorporates data on water quality, land use, local economy, and populations creating
goals to maintain or improve watershed-wide standards. It acts as a guiding document
for towns to support watershed and community health across municipal boundaries.
The SLA’s mission is to conserve and protect the Squam Watershed. Community collaboration has always been at the core of this effort. Conservation work at the watershed
scale requires productive collaboration across all aspects of a community: town governments, state agencies, conservation partners, universitites, local businesses, and, of
course, the greater Squam community. All are needed to ensure a healthy watershed into
the future. Partnerships strengthen the work, and it is these relationships that we will
be working with on an important project in
2016, updating the Squam Watershed Plan.
The current Squam Watershed Plan was
completed in 1991 as part of a pilot program
for lake watershed management plans in
New Hampshire. We’ve accomplished a lot
in the nearly 25 years that have passed since the first plan was implemented. It is now
time to revisit and update the existing plan to better reflect the current conditions of the
Squam Watershed.
Through our partnership with Plymouth State University, the update of the watershed
plan is underway. The Watershed Plan Kick-Off meeting will be held on January 20, 2016.
During this meeting we will celebrate the 25th anniversary of the 1991 Plan and all that
has been accomplished as a
Give us your input! Come to the watershed result of its creation. We will
planning meeting January 20th 2016.
present a timeline for the update, create a working group
that will meet regularly during plan development and discuss goals and
objectives for the next plan.
Community participation is critical for a comprehensive, successful
Squam Watershed Plan. There will be plenty of opportunity for feedback throughout this process. Participate as we plan for the future of this
unique place we all love! For more information, contact Rebecca Hanson,
SLA Director of Conservation (rebeccahanson@squamlakes.org).
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A current events calendar can be found on our website:
squamlakes.org/calendar

Thank you to our 2015 Volunteers!
Will Abbott
Annalee Abelson
Tom Beal
Jane Beck
Paul Belkas
Margaret Bennett
P.J. Blankenhorn
Joe Boyer
Kate Burgess
James Butler
Thomas Campbell
Susan Campbell
Patrick Casey
Jacquie Coburn
John Coolidge
Richard Corcoran
Ian Cullison
David Cutright
Julian Dahl
Mark De Lisio
John Deignan
Charles Dona
Cathy Dunn
Kim Dunn
Bruce Dunn
James Elcock
Janelle Emerson
Barry Englehart
Mark Englehart
Jennifer Fairchild

Melissa Fales
Cooper Feiner-Homer
John Fernandes
Peter Francesco
Jay Frost
Nancy Frost
Barry Gaw
Anna Glavish
Fran Gonzalez
Claire Gormely
Jordan Greenberg
Ryanne Greenberg
Leah Greybeal
George Gurney
Susan Gurney
Robert Hanson
Frances Hanson
Peter Harris
Sandy Harris
Richard Hodges
Caroline Hughes
Susan Hume
Jonathan Inglis
Roger Jeanty
Tracy Jeanty
Cynthia Jenkins
Greg Jenkins
Earle Jenkins
Sydney Kahl
John Kendrick

Charlotte Kingham
Katie Kovacs
Bev LaFoley
Nate Lagere
Andrea LaMoreaux
Phil LaMoreaux
Iris LaMoreaux
Sandra Lehner
Janet Lenentine
James Lerner
Scott Littlejohn
Gerald Love
Lisa Lovett
Bob Lucic
Jen Lucic
Ryan Mahar
Brendan Malloy
David Martin
Doug McMillan
Dan Miller
Cynthia O’Leary
Daniel O’Neill
Cheryl Ouellette
Connor Piechota
Brendan
Polichronopoulos
Willliam Porter
Duncan PorterZuckerman
Eve Porter-Zuckerman

Kenneth Ruhm
Kyle Salmons
Allison Savage
Michael Savage
Ariella Simke
Susan Smith
Robert Snelling
Carol Snelling
Fran Taylor
Carolyn Tolles
Bryant Tolles
Brad Tratzinski
Coral Tucker
Joan Turley
Andrew Veilleux
Gus Vlcek
Joseph Vlcek
Peter Walcott
Scott Wallace
Christine Wallace
Judy Warren
Peter Webster
Betsy Whitmore

Gabie Wolf
Holderness School
Cross Country Team
Peabody & Smith
Realty

Subscribe to our email newsletter from our website:

www.squamlakes.org

